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2020/2021 JNT COVID Policies 
Gym Specific Procedures 

 
Purpose 
The purpose of this document is to add specific procedures to be implemented during practice at the various gym 
facilities that the JNT uses. These procedures are in addition to the BVA COVID-19 Return To Play Policy, as 
amended from time to time. 
 
General Procedures 
The following procedures (in black) are taken directly from the current BVA COVID-19 Return To Play Policy 
(V3). All detail procedures and comments, in red, will be followed as they provide additional steps to ensure better 
clarity of what is to actually be performed so that the BVA policies may be properly adhered to. These policies will 
be provided to all staff, players and parents of the JNT program: 
 
Player / League /Training / Tournament Guidelines for indoor volleyball play: 
 

 The BVA expects players (and their families) to act with honesty and integrity at all times, including the 
state of their personal health and any potential symptoms. This is integral to ensuring that we maintain an 
environment that is as safe as possible for all of our members. 
 

 All staff, players and parents are expected to read BVA guidelines related to Covid-19.  
 

 All indoor participants would be required to sign a special COVID-19 waiver, separate from the BVA 
general waiver for membership.   

 
 A sanitization station will be set up at the door and all participants will need to sanitize upon entry into the 

gym.    
 

 League Directors / Coaches will be provided with a no touch infrared thermometer to test participants upon 
arrival at the gym.  Any player with a temperature of 100 F will not be permitted entry.  Attendance and 
temperature of all players will be taken prior to all sessions.  

 
 Absolutely no spectators will be permitted in the gym, including parents.  Parents must drop any children 

off at the door and collect them again outside.  
 

 Both leagues & training will have established player “Bubbles”.  Players will stay within their bubble and 
not cross over with other “Bubbles”.  An indoor volleyball court, inclusive of free zone is approximately 
4,000 square feet or 360 square meters.   

 
 A maximum of 1 person is permitted to use the bathroom at any one time.  

 
 Change rooms may not be used.  Players must arrive at the gym ready to play.   

 
 Each participant will be given a specific area to leave any personal belongings. Personal equipment should 

be kept to a minimum (water bottles, towels, court shoes, etc.). Do not bring in non-essential items.  
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 When there are either leagues / training back to back, one group must completely vacate the gym, prior to 
the authorized entry of the next group.   

 
 Volleyballs & nets to be sanitized before & after play. 

 
 Players to avoid high fives and handshakes. 

 
 Players to pass around the sides on the nets versus go under the net when switching sides.  

 
 Players are encouraged to bring their own hand sanitizer.  

 
 Most importantly, if you have a respiratory illness or fever, please stay home.   The BVA reserves the 

right to send any player home if any of the staff believes that they are exhibiting Covid-19 symptoms. 
 

 If you or any member of your household has been overseas, players may not return to play until the 
travelling person has received 3 negative COVID-19 tests over the eight day period (starting on the 
arrival date back to Bermuda) or have completed a 14 day quarantine along with a negative test 
result on day 14 and you must notify the BVA at bdavb@hotmail.com. The following procedures must 
be followed in the event that a player or member of the player’s household travels: 

 
o Before travel begins, the player must inform their direct coach as to who is travelling (player or 

player household member), along with confirmed travel dates. 
o The player and coach must put together a return to play plan which will be based on the current 

government regulations in force at the time and any additional policies in place with the BVA. 
o The return to play plan will be managed through a formal document and will require proof of testing 

and results (proof type to be determined) after travel is completed. 
o The plan will be finalized before travel begins and once the plan is completed (after travel) the 

player may return to practice. 
 

 Avoid touching your eyes, nose, or mouth with unwashed hands. 
 

 Cover your nose and mouth with something disposable (like a tissue) when you cough or sneeze. Throw 
the tissue in the trash after you use it.  

 
 All teams to bring their own pens and pencils to use when it is their turn to score-keep. 

 
The following, specific, protocols must be followed for all training sessions. For all references to specific gym 
policies and procedures, please refer to the gym specific diagrams, below: 
 

 Teams must wait outside with mask on and enter the gym as a group but must wait for the previous groups 
to exit. Players must be ready to train because the changing rooms will not be available for use. The only 
exception to this rule is footwear (meaning players can change footwear in the gym). 

 
 Before entering the gym, ensure that the TeamSnap Health Check is complete for the specified training or 

league session. Please see Appendix A for instructions on how to complete the TeamSnap Health Check. 
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 Gym Entry / Exit: 

o All gyms will have a specifically identified entry and exit. 
o MSA entry will be on the corner across from BMDS and exit will be on the opposite door (along 

Dundonald St). 
o Warwick entry will be at the door near the pool entrance and exit will be on the opposite door (near 

the coaches office). 
o As additional gyms become active, this section will be expanded. 

 
 While waiting to enter the gym, players must maintain social distance according to the following 

procedures: 
o MSA – Players should wait outside the MSA entrance, starting at the door and forming a line down 

the stairs, wrapping round the building towards the MSA main gate entrance. Face masks must be 
worn at all times and players should be at least three feet apart. 

o Warwick – Players can wait in the upstairs seating area inside the gym but must be quiet if there is 
a training session in process. Players must have at least two seats between another player, in all 
directions and face masks must be worn at all times. 

 
 Upon entry, each player must sanitize their hands, sign in, have their temperature taken* / recorded and 

then proceed directly to their designated player area. Masks must remain on at all times and may be taken 
off as the last step before proceeding to the court to begin practice. Steps must be taken in this order. 

 
*If temperature is 100o or more, players will not be allowed to practice and must immediately exit the 
facility. 

 
NOTE: The BVA will ensure that supplies of hand sanitizer and wipes is maintained and will be stored at 
various locations in each gym. 

 
 Each team will have a designated area to place their belongings. This area will be team specific and must 

be adhered to at all times (as new gyms are added, this section will be updated): 
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 There will be no more than one person in the bathroom at any time. Try to manage this by leaving the main 
door closed, only, when in use. The idea here is that if the door is open, the bathroom is empty. 

 
 Changing rooms may not be used to change clothes. Everyone must come to the gym, ready to play, with 

the exception of footwear. 
 

 In between training groups, all equipment and designated team areas will need to be sanitized: 
o Balls & Poles – Each ball and pole to be wiped with a sanitization wipe 
o Net – Each net to be sprayed with Lysol or equivalent. Overspray must be mopped. 
o Player Area – The player area to be mopped with Lysol or equivalent. 
o Any other common area (ball carts, storage, etc.) to be wiped or sprayed. 

 
 At all times (where, practical): 

o Coaches to keep masks on during general team discussions if social distancing is unable to be 
maintained. 

o Coaches and players to refrain from any type of physical contact. 
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Appendix A 
TeamSnap Health Check Instructions 

 
TeamSnap's health check is a questionnaire that opens eight hours before an event and asks members four questions 
recommended by the US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) for COVID-19 symptom screening.  
 
This needs to be completed before every practice session or league play. The process is easy and takes less than a 
minute to complete but for the health and safety of everyone around you, please answer honestly. 
 
Important note: Health checks are meant to assist in screening team members who may be experiencing COVID 
symptoms or may have been exposed to COVID during travel prior to attending games and events. Health check 
status should not be used as a diagnosis. Team members that are not cleared by the health check should consider 
seeking medical care and further testing. 
 
The health check feature is compatible with TeamSnap for iOS version 5.8.2 (or later) and TeamSnap for Android 
version 6.9.3 (or later). If your version is out of date, please go through an update process. 
 
Please see the next page for the full set of instructions. 
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TeamSnap (TS) Health Check (HC) Instructions 
 

Open TS and go to the 
schedule. 

Click the event that 
you’re completing the 
HC for. The HC opens 
up eight hours before the 
scheduled start time. 

If you open up the HC 
early, you can set a 
reminder to complete. 

Confirmation screen that 
the reminder has been 
set. 

Once the HC opens, go 
back to the schedule and 
click the event that 
you’re completing the 
HC for. Initial screen 
will show that the HC is 
incomplete. 

     
     

HS start page. Complete the following four questions. The HC will clear or not 
clear based on the 
answers to the questions. 
For any instances where 
the HC does not clear a 
player, please discuss, 
further with the coach. 

Once the HC is 
complete, it is final and 
cannot be changed. 
Please note that the 
coach will see if any 
schedule players are not 
complete! 

     
 


